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COLONEL BRITTON

Here is the text of Colonel Britton’s weekly
Broadcast to be given in the European Service

tonight. It is for release after 11.15 p.m. B.S.T.

WARNING TO WESTERN EUROPE

This is Colonel Britton.

Here is an official warning, of concern to Western Europe.

The Royal Air Force will again in a short while, bomb factories

which are giving valuable aid to Nazi Germany.

Those attacks are necessary. Britain cannot allow the uninterrupted
production of arms and munitions for use by Nazi Germany.

The main weight of bombs will fall on factories in Germany itself,
as it has done in this past week.

But attacks will also be made on factories outside Germany,

For obvious reasons I shall not tell you which factories will be

bombed or when the attacks will come. It may be to-morrow. It may be

in three weeks' time. But the attacks will be delivered on factories

which are vital to Nazi Germany.

And the warning is for you - to get away from these factories.

Get right away into the country.

I’ll give you some facts.

France’s mineral wealth has been plundered by the Nazis so that

Germany can go on fighting. Perhaps you don’t realise this.

In Lorraine millions of tons of 'minette' are being mined to feed

the blast furnaces of the Ruhr. The Briey basin is sending nearly a

million tons every month. Large quantities are also being sent from

the Normandy mines, in the neighbourhood of Caen.

Franco’s own steel works one being starved, and France’s steel output
is quite inadequate for her own essential requirements.

Large and regular consignments of bauxite are being sent from the

mines of the Departments of War and Bouches du Rhone in unoccupied France,
to German aluminium plants in the Rhineland, and French aluminium plants

are working at full speed to help Germany.

The French motor industry has been making nearly twice as many

lorries as it did in peace time; nearly all are for German military

use. As you probably know the Renault works and the Matford works at

Poissy were working for the Nazis.

Some locomotive builders and many aircraft factories in France have

also accepted large orders from Berlin and some of the French aircraft

factories are actually producing German types.

As in France, so in Belgium, the Coke Oven industry is giving most

important help to the Germans at the expense of Belgian industry and the

Belgian people.
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I 'd mention especially Belgium’s large and important Waggon building industry

Germany’s shortage of railway waggons is hampering operations on the

eastern front. Belgian waggon Building firms are being made to fill this

gap.

I must mention also Belgian ship yards which are building to replace
the losses of the German merchant marine.

Luxembourg is a small country but it has an exceedingly important
steel and iron ore industry dominatedby the Arbed Combine. Despite the

resistance of the Luxembourg people the Germans are making use of this

valuable industry.

In the Netherlands the Germans are making full use of the State coal

mines in the Province of Limburg. These mines are famous for their high
standard of equipment and efficiency. The Germans find them very

conveniently situated for supplying the needs of their own works just across

the frontier.

Dutch ship yards have been found even more useful than those of Belgium

for replacing German shipping losses, and the contributions made in this

way cannot be overlooked.

The Dutch Engineering Industry is not large but I must point out that

its importance cannot be ignored.

I repeat, don’t work in these factories or these mines unless you're

given proper protection against bombs.

We must attack targets such as these, and the Royal Air Force will be

dropping many bombs. Keep out of the way.

I mean this most seriously. Don't just put a sandbag in front of

your door. The bombs we drop now are really big bombs and homemade shelters

won’t protect you. Either get right away into the country, or demand proper

air raid shelters.

In Germany itself the Nazis provide good air raid shelters. They have

to in Essen for instance, and you ought to have them too.

Well now, I’ve been talking to Western Europe, find I’ll gave the

Grrmans some information.

Our next air attacks will be on Western Europe. They may be on Western

Germany; they may be on the Nazi factories in France, or Belgium or Holland.

We cannot allow Nazi Germany to hide any behind, any workers or any

factories.

And for the countries of Eastern Europe I would say this

Reduce production as much as you can. Sabotage as much as you can

without being caught. We cannot promise that the Royal Air Force will get

as far as you yet. But the Royal Air Force will certainly go further and

further east as time goes on.

Our urgent warning at this moment is to Western Europe.

The Royal Air Force is coming. Keep out of the way.

And good luck to you.
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